《The Mysterious CEO》
25. Don’t worry, Elder Lu, I have already started investigation and I
will get the information of them in an hour. Is that okay with Madam
Lu?”
Everyone attention turned towards the entrance where they saw Si Li and Lu Lan
surrounded by the bodyguards.
Si Li gestured the Lu Lan which she understood. They both ignored the guests and
straightaway went towards Elder Lu.
"Isn't she theLu Lan, the child which Elder Lu adopted as his granddaughter" one the
guest commented.
"Yeah… But what is she doing with Si Li? Wasn't Xiao Xuelon engaged with Si Li?"
"Grandpa Happy Birthday" Lu Lan smiled at Elder Lu.
"Xiao Lan, what is the meaning of this?" At the same time, Master Lu came forward.
Of course, he was unhappy to saw Si Li and Lu Lan together and even with
bodyguards, what were they trying to do?
"Master Lu, I am afraid to cause trouble to you but actually some people attacked my
girlfriend last month and I don't want to take any risk again". Si Li said with the
hidden meaning. Although the Si Li was looking towards to the Madam Lu.

Madam Lu started the panic when she saw that Si Li's attention was at her as if he was
directly saying it to her. If everyone knew that she was the one behind Lu Lan's
attacked then she will be finished.
Even after the fired in her factory, only on based on connections her company was able
to survive but if the truth behind Lu Lan's attacked revealed she would definitely be
finished this time.
"What girlfriend…So the person Si Li love is Xiao Lan, not Xiao Xuelon".
"Didn't Lu Xuelon say that she and Si Li was engaged?"

"Of Course…Everyone wanted to be Si Li but the person he has chosen is Xiao Lan".
"Ohh… I remembered Si Li was helping Lu Xuelon because she is the sister of Xiao
Lan. But how can Lu Xuelon try to seduce her sister's fiancé behind the sister's back?"
"If I have a sister like her, I would kill her. I feel pity for Xiao Lan".
When Lu Xuelon saw that many of the guests were discussing about her. She was so
angry that her nails were digging into her palms. She never imaged that Si Li bring Lu
Lan with him and even declared her his girlfriend. Her image in society had ruined.
"Who dared to hurt my granddaughter? Long XuanTian, find out everything I want all
the information by tomorrow morning" Elder Lu ordered his assistant. How can
anyone attacked his granddaughter?. Even if she was illegitimate but still in the veins
of the Lu Lan, the blood of Lu family was still running.
"Yes, Chairman, this assistant will immediately find about it" Assistant Long
immediately replied. Of course, he also knew the relationship between the Lu Lan and
the Lu family.
"Don't worry, Elder Lu, I have already started the investigation and I will get the
information about them in an hour. Is that okay with Madam Lu?" Si Li looking at
Madam Lu with the dangerous smile.
Madam Lu's body started shivering and sweat cover her forehead "What…What is the
meaning of this … How is I am related to Xiao Lan's attacked?"
"Madam Lu, I am just asking. Of course, as a Xiao Lan's Mother, you must be worried
about her. Why do you take it that I said you are a culprit?" Si Li words were cleared
and loud as if he pointed at her.

